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 Home > Standards > Airports and related data > Airports: Data > Airports > 1 - Overview Related Links Contact information
and updates These links will take you to pages that are specific to that topic.Q: How to control the amount of clicks before page
is automatically reloading in JavaScript I am developing a quiz application with a variable number of questions. I am storing the
answers to each question in an array. I then have a function to check if the user has reached the question limit. The problem is
that if the user reaches the question limit and then clicks on another question, the quiz has to be reloaded and it resets all the

answers. I have tried to see if the answers are correct when the quiz is first loaded, and then if the answers are correct when the
quiz has been reloaded, it means the user has made the correct answers. I would like to not have to reload the quiz every time. If

the user has clicked on the next question button after they have clicked on the answer to the first question, the user would not
have to restart the quiz. The current function: function checkshouldstart() { if (answerquestions()[0].correct === false) {
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alert("You answered the questions in the wrong order"); //reload the quiz //alert("You have reached the question limit");
//window.location.reload(); //getDict(a); //getDict(b); //getDict(c); return false; } else { return true; } } EDIT: This is what I am
working on at the moment var questions = new Array("q1", "q2", "q3", "q4", "q5", "q6", "q7", "q8", "q9"); var answerquestions

= new Array("a1", "a2", "a3", "a4", "a5", "a6", "a7", "a8", "a 82157476af
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